The Selfish Unthankful Circuit

1. CLOSE-LOOPING CIRCUIT DISCHARGES THE BATTERY AT THE RATE OF POWERING THE BULB.
2. THE BULB DOES NOT CONSUME ENERGY BUT ONLY REGULATES HOW FAST THE BATTERY DISCHARGES ITSELF.
3. THE CLOSED LOOP IS WHAT ACTUALLY DRAINS THE BATTERY OR SOURCE CHARGE.

A *Selfish Unthankful Circuit* represents closing the loop back upon itself instead of powering the load while transferring it to an additional load such as another battery. The world operates under the same principle of selfishness. People blind themselves by living for themselves rather than loving God supremely and others equally. When you use people, or do good to them only to get something back for yourself, then you go against the purpose you were made for, you kill the potential God gave you to give to others, and you lose the reward He would give you for sharing His grace.

See also [http://RPMGT.org/SelfishCircuitLovingPath.html](http://RPMGT.org/SelfishCircuitLovingPath.html)  
[http://RPMGT.org/Selfish1LovingCircuit1.pdf](http://RPMGT.org/Selfish1LovingCircuit1.pdf)  
https://youtu.be/SE-AIC9yiFe  2 hour video

The Loving Giving Path

1. OPEN-LOOPING SEEMS TO TRANSFER ENERGY FROM ONE TO ANOTHER AT THE RATE OF POWERING THE BULB.
2. THE BULB DOES NOT CONSUME THE ENERGY BUT REGULATES HOW FAST THE SUPPOSED TRANSFER TAKES PLACE.
3. BULB IS POWERED AS MUCH AS IF BATTERY WAS CLOSED LOOPED.
4. THIS PARTLY OPEN LOOP PATH IS AN UNBALANCED (ASYMMETRICAL) SYSTEM WHERE NATURAL LAW ALWAYS FORCES BALLANCE (EQUILIBRIUM), LIKE DIFFUSION, TO MAKE THE HIGHER (VOLT) POTENTIAL IN BATTERY 1 EQUAL TO THE LOWER POTENTIAL IN BATTERY 2.
5. BULB OR INDUCTOR IS POWERED FOR FREE WITH MINIMAL LOSSES.
6. IT IS STILL MOSTLY A CLOSED LOOP AND THEREFORE HAS LOSSES AND BATTERY 1 DISCHARGES. THESE CAN BE OVERCOME WITH ADDITIONAL PROCESSES. THIS IS ONLY MEANT TO SHOW GIVING BENEFIT.

A *Loving Giving Path* represents an open loop transfer of energy that is not wasted upon the giving source itself but is given away to another at the same time.

*No one can receive anything unless it is given from heaven. (John 3:37)*  
*It is more blessed to give than to receive. (Acts 10:35)* And this is the condemnation, that light is come into the world, and men loved darkness rather than light, because their deeds were evil. For every one that does evil hates the light, neither comes to the light, lest his deeds should be reproved. But he that does the truth comes to the light, that his deeds may be made manifest, that they are accomplished in God. (John 3:19-21)  
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